
The home of New York interior designer
Benjamin Noriega-Ortiz and custom lighting

designer Steven Wine glows with the warmth of
reflected light, courtesy of the artwork of

Venetian plasterer Mile Djuric.
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ile Djuric, owner of Decorative Art & Design, in Stamford,
Connecticut, delights in these “dream assignments,” as he calls them,
because they are usually given by the most innovative of interior

designers and are generally accompanied by encouragement to experiment and
go out on a creative limb. In the last several years, Djuric has taken the three
assignments described above and realized them through the medium of Venetian
plaster, a form of wall treatment that is as striking now as it was thousands of
years ago, when it was used by Egyptians and Romans to great dramatic affect.
Djuric’s aesthetic feats have earned him a reputation here and abroad: If you
want something special for your walls, he’s the guy to call.

PORTRAIT OF THE ARTIST
AS AN OLD-WORLD MAN

By Jennie D’Amato

To Mile Djuric, a wall is not a structure—
it’s a canvas on which he “paints” his plaster works of art

Decorative artists know a thing or two about fantastical requests:
•“Make the room look like a wheat field.”
•“I want to feel like I am nestled inside an oyster shell.”
•“Give me one wall that looks like a piano: inky, sticky black, like liquid glass.”

M



“The light this room captures and reflects is intense,” agrees
Noriega-Ortiz. “At sunset, this room turns pale pink,

pale orange. It changes, from day to night, in color and intensity.”
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Unlike Europeans, Americans tend to use the term
“Venetian plaster” to cover a range of plaster treatments, from
Stucco Lustro Veneziano to the radically different Calcenova,
that beautifully soft, true lime plaster that gives a complex,
light-enhancing look; or Mantovano, a fourteenth-century
Italian marbled lime plaster with an Old-World, old-stone feel.
Djuric imports close to 30 of these organic plasters from Italy
and England, including many lime plasters made by father-son
European artisans. Given that the human eye can differentiate
one object from another in distances of about 0.93 millimeters
— the thickness of a coat of nail polish — Djuric is very alert
to texture, the visual and tactile quality of surfaces that informs
our world, and, for Djuric, the crucial element in successful
plaster finishes.

Ask him his favorites, and a few come readily to mind:
Stucco Lustro Veneziano, a waterproof synthetic resin; Italy’s
fabled Marmorino, with its embedded chips of marble; and
Aquarello, used for centuries on the exteriors of villas and
churches in Italy. Djuric learned his trade from master plaster-
ers both here and in Italy over a period of 20 years, a luxury he
affords by putting a percentage of each annual profit into fur-
thering his knowledge of the oldest and newest techniques and
of modern art media. As a result, he has learned to manipulate
other disciplines, such as silver and gold leaf, glass, leaf embed-
ding, faux bois, and trompe l’oeil painting.

A perfectionist, hard-working, affable, and kind: These are
the words clients use to describe Djuric. They are qualities you
want in a contractor who may be in your home for several
months, as Christopher and Carline Dean, of Westport, dis-
covered when they hired him for a wall treatment. Eleven ceil-
ings and one year later, he finally packed up his kit and left
their 1860 Georgian mansion twinkling with reflected light in
pink, gray, sage, silver, and gold. “The difference is in the
charm his work brings,” says Carline Dean. “The colors are
unique; he has the ability to match anything. You don’t have
to change a thing in the room.”

The Westport husband-and-wife team of architect Jonathan
Wagner and interior designer Robin McGarry asked that their
living room have “the look, the endless feel, of moving wheat,”
recalls Djuric. The movement was to come from the light
reflected within the plaster, not from the texture of the walls’
surfaces. For the job, Djuric used delicate English lime plaster,
a medium requiring 16 coats spread thinly, with pressure and
consistency. “It captures the light in a very fascinating and
gentle way that reflects back to you as no other plaster does,”
he says. The pale golden walls are smooth and soft, and seem
to be filled with light, movement, and, at the same time, peace.
“Mile does some of the most beautiful Venetian plaster in the
area,” says McGarry. “And as an interior designer, I’ve seen a
lot of Venetian plaster.”



For his living room, New York inte-
rior designer Andrew Suvalsky
wanted the color of a warm choco-
late brownie for his walls, and
turned to Djuric for his range
and dedication in every
palette. One of Djuric’s many

strengths is his willingness to
keep creating samples
until the exact color and
texture are achieved to
client satisfaction.
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Born in Serbia, Djuric, 41, was first introduced to the art of plaster
when he was in his twenties and newly arrived in New York. “I was
always the one asking questions: ‘Why must it be done this way?’ ‘How
can it be made more perfect?’” he recalls of those years. And then
there was the demand on the body. Plastering is hard physical work,
and it requires discipline, strength, and endurance. “Before an assign-
ment, I visualize the job for three days: Who on my team [of four to
fifteen men] does what, how will they sit, what is their comfort zone?
I even consider the air temperature: Is there an air source in the room
that is going to dry my plaster more quickly than anticipated? There
can be no error, so I think through every detail.”

Djuric takes his down-home jobs as seriously as his neo-modern
assignments. When the Sundown Saloon on Greenwich Avenue in
Greenwich wanted a worn-out, painted-over look, Djuric provided
such an effective interior that it takes a few minutes to realize that this
is not, in fact, a white-turned-dirty-beige paint job hastily slapped over
a blood-red undercoat, but rather a superb trompe l’oeil affect created
in antique wax plaster.

Djuric’s work extends to business spaces: Greenwich office ceilings
glow gold and leather brown; hotel lobby lights are surrounded by
banks of silver; and the dense cream of travertine plaster draws out a
Park Avenue foyer. Exteriors include a stately, pale gray-green
Marmorino whose condition shows that Djuric’s sense of perfection
extends beyond the finished job. Smoothing his hand over the outside
wall, he frowns at the buildup of dirt. “I have to learn to let go,”
he sighs.

But Djuric never really lets go. He offers a year’s warranty free of
charge, and a lifetime of immediate attention and concern. His stan-
dards have been rewarded: Since 2003, The Franklin Report, the
online purveyor of information on who’s who in home-renovating cir-
cles, has recognized his firm with high ratings and the comment that
his company “constantly strives for excellence.”

To relax, Djuric takes his dog for company and heads to his studio,
where he turns up the music and experiments with plaster, tints, and
modern media to create the kind of alluring samples that make design-
ers linger. “I work my way intuitively,” he says of his alchemy. “I am
trying to feel the color and the clients and put it all together. It has to
be beautiful in the room, and it has to be beautiful for the clients.”

For interior designer Andrew Suvalsky, with whom Djuric often col-
laborates, Djuric created a wax-finished Venetian plaster “the color of
a warm brownie,” for Suvalsky’s own apartment. “I need good talent
and ability to turn my vision into a reality, and I rely on people like
Mile,” says Suvalsky. “His samples whet your appetite.” For one of
Suvalsky’s clients, Djuric delicately applied a medium of crushed glass
to a black-and-blue base to create an iridescent night sky sparkling
with comets. “It’s nice because it gives me creative control, but I don’t
have to work so hard to be original,” says Suvalsky. “I find a home for
his work, and he elevates my work.

“Mile’s specialty finishes are a little more ethereal, a little more out
there,” he continues. And of course there are also Djuric’s secondary
strengths: His outsize appetite for speed and perfection and his check-
your-ego-at-the-door mentality make him a true favorite. “He keeps
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Opposite Page: The dining room of this
Westport resident, is rendered in gold Venetian
plaster, a color designed to smooth the transition
between the leather and wood furniture, and the
black, ebonized floors. This page: For this
media room, interior designer Andrew Suvalsky
and Mile Djuric collaborated through several
evolutions of innovative design to hit just the
right sparkling note by applying crushed micro-
glass to blue-black walls. “We had to find just
the right brush, just the right size and softness to
accept the glass and transfer it to the surface,”
says Djuric.
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This page and next page, bottom right
image: The ceiling in the Dean’s butler’s pantry
is created in brown-orange Venetian plaster to
integrate the cherry cabinets’ deep color. The
plaster was finished with copper mica to capture
the light patterns emitted from the glass
fixture and on to the ceiling. The result is a visu-
al effect similar to copper velvet .PH
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giving you sample boards until you finally do
approve,” notes Suvalsky. “That’s important
when it’s custom design—the operative word
here being ‘custom.’ ”

Benjamin Noriega-Ortiz, a legend in interior
design whose prize-winning work has been fea-
tured in countless magazines, hired Djuric to treat
a powder room for a customer in Manhattan’s
elite River House building. “He did an aluminum
leaf on all the surfaces,” recalls Noriega-Ortiz. “It was very cool, very silver, as if
you were standing in one of those mirrored Chinese jewelry boxes. And every
square inch is different because it is all done by hand.”

Noriega-Ortiz invited Djuric to treat the living-room surfaces of the apartment
that Noriega-Ortiz shares with his partner, custom-lighting designer Steven
Wine. “I gave him a rope of pearls and told him I wanted to feel like I was inside
an oyster shell,” says Noriega-Ortiz. Behind us the living room glows, a cocoon
of pale vanilla whose iridescent sheen is barely discernible as morning shadows
wait to give way to midday sun. I reach out to touch one of the walls and see a
warm peach apparition of my own flesh reach back from the wall in response. It
is an arresting illusion. “The light this room captures and reflects is intense,”
agrees Noreiga-Ortiz. “At sunset, this room turns pale pink, pale orange. It
changes, from day to night, in color and intensity.

“Mile is a true artist, an Old World artist, working in an Old World medium,”
says Noriega-Ortiz. “And look: He signs his work.” Kneeling down, Noriega-
Ortiz pushes back the thick white shag carpet to reveal a faint embossed “M,”

stamped into the plaster when it was still wet. “You’d
never see it, but Mile knows it’s there,” he adds.
“That’s his seal. He does it because he’s an artist. It
means he approved the work.”

Jennie D’Amato is a freelance writer and editor living in New York City. Originally from Surrey,
England, D’Amato has written for publications on both sides of the Atlantic, including the
London Guardian, the Sunday Telegraph, The British Journal of Photography, the Columbia
Journalism Review, Art & Auction, ARTnews, Black Book, and Photography in New York.
212.477.0172; Bramcote7@aol.com. Mile Djuric is available at Decorative Art & Design, 418
Lakeside Drive, Stamford, Connecticut 06903; 203.968.8445; info@decartdesign.com;
www.decartdesign.com

Top: Dreamy, light pink Venetian
plaster with silver mica enhances the
look of the custom-made Murano glass
chandeliers of the Deans’ living room;
Above: The butler pantry ceiling
glows; Left: Mile’s calling card, an
embossed M stamped unobtrusively in
a corner of the room.


